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TIMBERLOOK IS THE MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES TRADITIONAL AND HERITAGE DESIGNS
MAKING IT JUST AS IDEAL FOR HISTORIC AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, AS IT IS FOR MODERN LIVING

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

OUR NEW 24-PAGE
BROCHURE DOES THE
SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

CHOICE OF 9 COLOURS | NIGHT LATCH AS STANDARD | MORTISE & TENNON LOOKING CONSTRUCTION

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

PAS24 AND DOCUMENT Q COMPLIANT | ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME

Timberlook is the new Flush Sash Window from Aﬀordable Windows. With square mortise & tenon looking fabrication
for both sash and outerframe, there are no tell-tale mitred joints that normally identify a window as being PVCu.
Timberlook has a night latch as standard and unique options such as a deep bottom rail and concealed trickle ventilation,
making the Timberlook Flush Sash system almost indistinguishable from the most expensive ﬂush sash timber windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact Phil Myers:

01253 888222
07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com
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The latest 1.5KN Bohle EasyMount system complies with BS6180.
Counterbore rather than countersunk mounting holes drastically
reduce the cost of ﬁttings and installations requiring 0.74KN
loadings can be achieved with fewer ﬁxings at 600 mm spacing.
High performance - lower installations costs... that‘s EasyMount!
Learn more at www.bohle-group.com

News

Getting The Inside
Out – Mental Health
Campaign Returns
Lloyds Bank and charity partner Mental Health UK have
re-launched their #GetTheInsideOut advertising campaign, which aims to
encourage more people to
feel comfortable speaking
about mental health.
The The campaign will run
across ITV, Channel 4 and Sky as
well as on Facebook and
Instagram.
The
original
campaign,
launched in February, received a
positive response, prompting lots
of conversation on social media.
The refreshed advert will feature
a mix of the celebrities, members
of the public and colleagues who
resonated the most with audiences, playing a variation of the
‘Who am I?’ sticky-note guessing
game to explore the common
misconceptions about living with
a mental health condition.
The campaign will also run on
Facebook and Instagram, featuring clips of some of the members

of the public
and colleagues
from the advert
sharing
how
talking to someone has helped
them.
Catherine
Kehoe, Lloyds
Group Brands
and Marketing
Director said:
“Mental Health
is a really important subject for
our customers, colleagues and
society as a whole and I'm delighted that the original campaign has had such a positive
impact.”
Brian Dow, MD of Mental
Health UK, said: “Too many people with mental health problems
feel isolated and misunderstood
yet we all have mental health so
the more we talk and listen about
it, the easier it becomes for everyone. This campaign will help get

The Health and Safety Executive has released its annual figures for work-related
fatal injuries for 2017/18, as well as the number of people known to have died from the
asbestos-related cancer, mesothelioma, in
2016.
The provisional annual data revealed that 144
workers were killed between April 2017 and
March 2018.
38 fatal injuries to construction workers were
recorded, accounting for the largest share of any
industry. The annual average rate over the last
five years in construction is around four times as
high as the all industry rate. 15 fatal injuries were

mental health out in the open,
where it belongs.”
How to get involved
Write #GetTheInsideOut on
a sticky note. Pop it on your
forehead. Take a picture of yourself. Post it on your social profiles,
using
the
hashtag
#GetTheInsideOut. Encourage
your employees to do the
same. i

recorded in both the manufacturing and the transport and storage sectors.
The new figures also highlight the risks to older
workers – 40 per cent of fatal injuries in
2017/18 were to workers aged 60 or over, even
though such workers made up only around 10
per cent of the workforce.
Mesothelioma, contracted through past exposure to asbestos and one of the few work-related
diseases where deaths can be counted directly,
killed 2,595 in Great Britain in 2016. The current figures are largely a consequence of occupational asbestos exposures that occurred before
1980. i
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Drinking & Driving
Recommended In
The Hot Weather

Staying hydrated while at the
wheel is imperative
. Fleet
operators and individual
drivers have been warned
that not taking enough
water, air-con mistakes and
hay fever remedies could all
lower driver reaction times –
especially during the current
UK heatwave.
Car interior temperatures exceeding 35°C is the equivalent
of 0.05% blood alcohol reading, according to SEAT, who
also say common air-con mistakes – including immediately
turning the system on full-blast –
could be reducing its effectiveness, resulting in higher interior
temperatures and possible dehydration.
A difference of just 10°C –
35°C compared to 25°C – inside the cabin can diminish reaction times by 20% – the
equivalent to a blood alcohol
reading of 0.05%; matching the
Scottish limit and close to the
maximum of 0.08% for the rest
of the UK.
Top 5
Turning on the air conditioning
full blast as soon as you get in
the car. When entering a hot
car, it’s tempting to turn the aircon on to maximum. However,
turning on the air conditioning
straight away without opening
the windows will just recirculate
the hot air. Instead, open the
doors, lower the windows for a
minute or two before shutting the
doors and cranking up the A/C.
Keeping the air recirculation
option activated. Keeping it on
can make the windows fog and

reduce visibility. Most cars will
have an ‘Auto’ option, which
can regulate itself to prevent fog
while keeping drivers and passengers cool.
Not turning on the air conditioning in the morning. Some
summer mornings can be cool,
yet it’s still a good idea to keep
the A/C on to prevent windows
from fogging up when the outside temperature rises.
Pointing the air jets toward
you. It’s tempting but it’s
counter-productive and stops
the car getting an even distribution of airflow. Pointing the jets
upward lets the cool air spread
around the car more effectively
and allows it to reach all
occupants.
Not performing regular maintenance. Just like the oil, tyres or
brake fluid, the air conditioning
system requires maintenance.
Failing to change clogged cabin
air filters every 10,000 to
15,000 miles can stop your
A/C working effectively.
Ángel Suárez, an engineer at
the SEAT Technical Centre, says:
“Open the doors and lower the
windows for a minute before
turning on the air conditioning to
naturally lower the temperature
in the interior.
“If passengers say they can’t
feel the cool air, then the nozzles
could be set incorrectly. It isn’t a
matter of temperature, but in
which direction the air is flowing
inside the car. The nozzles
should be pointing upwards, not
towards peoples’ faces. Then
the air flows all around the interior of the car and reaches every
passenger consistently.” i
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Choose Made for Trade

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors
Quote turnaround within hours
Up to 1200mm sash widths

UK

Stock colours : White, Black,
Grey, Grey on White
Email: bifolds@madefortrade.co
Call: 01642 610799
* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and
Fax: 01642 671026
speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour.
www.madefortrade.co
* Postcode restrictions apply

Certass Column

The Glazing Industry
Body with an
Installer Focus
Jon Vanstone, Executive Chair of Certass, talks about Certass Trade Association, the new industry body for installers
Did you know that there are
more than 13,000 companies
who install windows and
doors in the UK? That’s a lot of
installation
companies.
What’s shocking is that all
these companies have very
little support in place to
help their business and no
real chance to make their
views heard in the wider industry. That’s why we have
launched the Certass Trade
Association.
It’s the trade body that the industry has been waiting for. It
will offer real, practical support
for installers and give them the
heads up on what’s happening
in the glazing sector, wider
construction industry and in
Government.
Issues to overcome
An ageing workforce, poor perception from consumers and a
lack of help with the widening
skills gap are just three areas that
are causing problems for window and door installers.
There’s a lack of skilled labour
available and no support with
training. The industry isn’t attractive to young people who are
looking for career opportunities
either, because unfairly, a construction-based career doesn’t
have the kudos of a university education. But we know that glazing
installers
are
skilled
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tradespeople and we need to ensure that this is accurately represented.
There’s an ever-changing marketplace to contend with as well.
Buyer confidence is low due to
the uncertainty of Brexit and consumers still have a poor perception of the glazing industry, even
though the standards of workmanship we see from our
3,000+ members is impressively
high.
Practical support and guidance
The Certass Trade Association
has been introduced to help installers tackle these issues. We
will work with our members to
understand what they need from
an industry body and deliver it to
them.
My positions as Chair of the
Trade Association Forum (TAF),
the largest trade association collective in the UK, Chair of the
Competent Persons Forum (CPF)
and TrustMark Director give me
a unique market position. This
means that Certass Trade Association members will get information on schemes like Each Home
Counts much earlier, so they
have more time to prepare their
businesses for the change. Plus,
we can lobby for what installers
want from the position of proper
industry representation.
Our experienced team will also
be developing practical support

to help grow a skilled, diverse
workforce in the glazing industry, to drive professionalism and
attract new talent. We want to
show consumers and the upcoming generation that our industry
offers great career prospects, delivering innovation and best service to the UK construction
industry and housing market.
Member focus
We will be taking a collaborative
approach to creating our member support packages, working
with other companies who share
our vision for championing local
installers and building our industry’s reputation.
Our primary focus is and always will be, on benefitting our
members and helping them to
grow their business. There are no
internal politics or issues with
protecting the interests of the chosen few in our organisation,
so our great ideas will become
reality.
Certass Trade Association has
more than 3,000 members, so
it’s already the largest trade association in the glazing industry.
To be a part of it, visit
certassta.co.uk. i
Picture: Jon Vanstone,
Certass Chairman.
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Arkay –
More Than OK

Cover Story

Arkay Windows has been manufacturing for window installers for 40 years –
yes, the company turned 40 in the summer of 2018

Arkay Windows originally
started trading in Wood Green
in North London almost by accident. The founder, (who had
moved to the UK to escape
the Idi Amin purge of Asians
living in Uganda) had received a knock at the door of
his home from a double glazing salesman.
One conversation led to another and Mr Radia Senior decided he would invest and start
making windows.
The rest as they say is history.
And it's a history that leads from
PVC-U window fabrication
through to the opening of a stateof-the-art aluminium window and
door fabrication factory along
with a showroom in Watford.
Raju Radia his son is now the
MD of the company. Joined in the
business once he had graduated
from his Business Finance degree.

“My finance background has helped me
steer the company
through its expansion
and the subsequent
adoption of new manufacturing technologies
and
the
imposition of a customer
relationship
management platform.
It is also my belief that
businesses have a better chance of success if
your staff grow alongside you and your business model
is kept simple and focussed on
your customers.”
Website
And that success is clear to be
seen. PVC-U windows still manufactured in Wood Green; aluminium in Watford...and not just
windows but some top of the
range bi-folds and sliders – the type of products
you find in the most exclusive of premises. Not
to forget front doors (and
there's some special
ones in that range too)
and rooflights.
All of this is expressed
clearly on a website that
is one of the best the industry has to offer – stunning pictures taking the
visitor through an inspiring journey of what can
be achieved with a little
imagination and being
ahead of trends.

Customers
Arkay has risen to supply some of
the country’s biggest retail companies, contractors and commercial installers and yet still has time
for smaller established customers
– and new ones looking to make
an impact. Arkay believe that
helping customers grow is an insurance that they will grow too.
For every product, Arkay can supply a whole range of marketing
material – and perhaps more importantly, thorough product training from installation to sales.
The company always holds stock
in standard colours and finishes,
even bespoke orders are turned
around in quick order. Arkay has
it’s our own fleet of vehicles delivering across the country.
Just some of the products
Arkay supply
A comprehensive range of both
PVC-U casement windows and
PVC-U vertical sliding sashes,
with a full range of aluminium
windows for domestic and
The Installer| Cover Story |11

Cover Story
And we’ve got some new products in the pipeline – and I hope
we're ahead of trend yet again!”

tory roofs. The rooflights share the
expertise of the Infini doors – so
we are a specialist in aluminium
for the home improvement sector
with a focus on the ‘bringing the
outside in’ market. Quite simple
really.”
Simplicity also goes beyond
products according to Radia:
“Another example is what I said
about staff growing with you.
Training in systems. Training in
technology. And training individuals in how to deal with 100s of
customers when 7years ago they
were only dealing with 10s.
Roofs
Arkay’s Infini Lantern roof shares Keeping your principles but makthe same thermal technology as ing them upscalable – quite
the Infini range and also, the slim simple really.”
sight lines that allow an almost
And then there's staying on
frameless experience.
or ahead of trend?
“Not quite so simple,” says
Front doors & entrances
Arkay’s front and back doors Radia. “But a guiding principle
come in the traditional and in the nonetheless...we have to pay atultra-modern – all with high secu- tention what householders or the
rity locks manufactured to PAS new build market is going to want
24. Arkay also has a large range – and make sure we are geared
of glass design options. Take a up to meet customer demand as
look at the Pirnar doors on it arises. We’ve tried to maintain
Arkay's website – hand crafted this focus and that’s what’s helped
from premium materials such as us to get to where we are today.
aluminium, timber, stainless steel
and carbon fibre – they are jawdroppingly good.

 commercial

applications as well
as the multiple types of sliding
doors with concealed, traditional
manual or integrated electromechanical fittings. These are
complemented by the ALUK steel
replacement window.
Sliding and bi fold patio doors
come in a number of variants including the Infiniglide fully concealable architectural slimline
sliding doors, which also feature
an almost invisible ultra-slim
model.

Simples?
With this number of products,
Arkay’s range doesn't seem quite
so simple? However, Raju Radia
disagrees: “Simplicity is about
having ranges of products that
complement each other – so we
offer rooflights but not conserva12 | Cover Story | The Installer

Keeping to Standards
Arkay is Secured by Design members and founding members of
FENSA and the Glass & Glazing
Federation. The company has certification to ISO9002 and
Kitemarks to BS7412 and
PAS24:2012.
Why go to all that effort and
what do these memberships
mean to you and your customers?
“Many of our customers install in
the commercial environment and
so these standards and memberships are matter of necessity.”
says Radia. “But we try to go
further and make those Standards
work for us – quality systems
should ensure quality and not just
compliance. It used to be that the
profile companies held those
accreditations – but if you want to
be a fabricator of the substance,
you need your own not simply
piggy back off of your suppliers.
The larger contractors expect
more of their fabricators.”
Arkay Group
Arkay Contracts installs on behalf
of contractors the company has
dealt with for years including
Kingsbury Construction, some social housing customers, L&Q and
Keepmoat Homes. However,
Arkay Windows creates the lion's
share (circa 90%) of the company's turnover.
Raju Radia concludes: “We
added our Watford location
move 10 years ago to focus on
aluminium before customers were
clamouring for all the great products you can make in this material. We kept Wood Green just
for PVC-U and retained all the skill
and knowledge our staff had built
over 30 years. I hope we've got it
right so far – 40 years in total.
“The strap-line to our logo is
‘Clearly Visionary’ – we’ll have to
see if we can keep it going for
another 40.” i

GARRARD WINDOWS NOW MANUFACTURING
MECHANICALLY JOINTED SPECTUS VERTICAL SLIDER

FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTES TODAY

‘Choose uPVC for
everyday practicality’

Choice of decorative
features – from Georgian
bars to decorative horns,
brass effect sash lifts;
locking cam catches and
sash restrictors
Can be produced with a
gothic or arch shape
A wide choice of colours
and woodgrain ﬁnishes

Call us now for enquiries
Tel: 01296 66 88 99
or email: enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website:

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

‘Choose aluminium for
elegant styles and colours’

Suitable for all types
of modern and period
commercial applications
and can be used in
residential properties.
Ideal for use in schools
and hospitals.
Available in any RAL
colour and a variety of
ﬁnishes.

Doors

Using Your Mobile To
Access The Access
Control Market
Access control management – how GSM technology holds the answer
As access control and door
entry management face
greater challenges to provide first rate security as well
as accessibility and flexibility,
the role of GSM technology is
playing an increasing role.
Homeowners GSM uses mobile technology to communicate
and operate doors, automatic
gates, car parks and remote site
applications, making it a perfect
access control solution for a wide
range of gated properties, office
blocks, apartments and commercial buildings.

call’s status. As incoming calls
can be answered from any mobile or land line, there’s no need
to install a specialised intercom
telephone – useful for users with
special needs as they may have
already been provided with a
specially adapted telephone. Installation
GSM door entry systems are
also far easier and cost effective
to install and manage than conventionally
wired
systems.
They’re also ideal for buildings
when existing cables are damaged and can no longer be used
or when the distances between
Freedom and security
the entrance points and the teleGSM based door entry systems phone points is too great for a
offer enhanced freedom and se- conventional system.
curity as the user can answer a
call wherever they are in the How it works
world. This offers additional se- Visitors are required to press a
curity as the caller is not aware if call button and speak to the octhe property owner is at home or cupant before either being
away. In terms of usability, the in- granted or denied access. Occutercom system means people will pants have the option of gaining
never have to miss that important entry either via a fob or a dial to
visitor and are made aware of open facility where they make a
who has visited even when they call to the intercom from their
are not there.
phone, the intercom recognises
their number and grants access.
Progress
Another good example is a
The systems, such as Videx’s dig- commercial property which is
ital GSM system, provides spo- open during normal working
ken call progress information so hours but unmanned at other
that the visitor is kept informed of times but access to the premises
how the call is progressing. Four is required 24/7. Calls during
call progress LEDs also offer the normal hours could call the main
visitor a visual indication of the reception who would grant ac14 | Doors | The Installer

cess. During the unmanned hours
calls could go to a mobile where
the caller could be correctly verified and granted access remotely
if required.
Get involved
GSM is a growing market and is
used in so many different industries, across a range of sectors,
that it’s likely GSM technology
will become the ‘go to’ for access control and door entry solutions. There are many other
forms of door entry and access
control but few are as flexible as
GSM which doesn’t have the restrictions of cabling or distance.
Flexibility and the possibility to
remotely alter programming via
SMS are two of the key features
of a GSM intercom and access
control system that make it highly
attractive to building specifiers,
consultants and installers. Engineers don’t need to visit site for
minor changes to the programming and settings, allowing them
to offer a better and faster service to their customers.
It’s a solution that provides enhanced security, better flexibility
and greater freedom, therefore a
win-win for end users as well as
door entry manufacturers, installers and consultants. i
To discuss GSM technology,
contact Rob Sands on
t. 0191 238 8305.

Doors

Visage And The
New Romantics
Fabricator Shepley has launched its
Visage Contemporary Composite Door
Collection

“The Visage Contemporary Composite
Door Collection is designed to excite
homeowners,” says Ian Griffiths, MD at Shepley. “The clean, geometric lines are
matched with modern glass designs and a
smooth finish which can include a colour
matched frame and sidelights.”
The new Visage range features six new, romantic door styles including designs and glass options exclusive to Shepley. The smooth door has
an aluminium look and feel, complemented by
low profile glazing cassettes which are colour
matched to the door slab. Customers can also opt
for a cassette with a contrasting brushed aluminium finish.
Colour trends
“Shepley has made colour choice easy with a
range of 18 popular and trending door colours,
with an option to have a colour matched frame,”
continues Griffiths. “We’ve also launched the
Visage Individual colour service, where homeowners looking for an extra special colour can
get exactly what they want.”
Outers & security
There’s a choice of outerframes. Installers can opt
for five chamber Rehau PVC-U frames in either
sculptured or bevelled profiles. Security is covered by multipoint locking and the range is available Document Q ready, fitted with a Yale
Platinum 3-star cylinder.
Picture:
A
Visage
Contemporary
Composite Door
The Installer| Doors|15
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Keeping
Door
Outers
Real
Virtuoso
Doors has
launched
its first
aluminium
frame for
composite
doors

Picture: Virtuoso’s Virtu-AL
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Virtuoso Doors has pulled off a
first in the composite door market with the announcement
that its range of composite
doors is now available in an
aluminium outer frame from
Real Aluminium.
The development makes Virtuoso
Doors the first manufacturer in the
industry to offer a choice of both
aluminium and PVC-U frames for
composite doors, according to the
company. Virtuoso’s collection of
composite doors, which includes
Virtu-AL – an aluminium textured,
non-woodgrain finish composite
door – is now available in the aluminium frame as well as a choice
of three PVC-U frames from Rehau,
Duraflex and Veka. Tony Craggs,
MD of Virtuoso Doors, says: “Demand for aluminium is growing
rapidly and more people are
choosing it for windows, so they
don’t necessarily want to buy a
composite door in a PVC-U frame
– especially if they are installing
aluminium throughout their property. Now homeowners can match

their aluminium window and composite door frames to achieve the
complete aluminium look on their
homes. “As the aluminium trend
peaks, we’re working with the team
at Real Aluminium to produce products that deliver the contemporary
look that modern homeowners are
so eager to buy. We’ve already
been inundated with enquiries from
installers for this new frame and we
know that it will be a terrific product to help them set themselves
apart from their competitors.”
Compatibility
Every door in Virtuoso’s range of
composite doors is compatible with
the new aluminium frame, which is
available from stock in four popular options – black, white, grey and
grey on white. The new frame is
particularly suited to Virtuoso’s
Virtu-AL door which has the features
of an aluminium door and those of
a composite door to achieve the
high-end contemporary look of an
aluminium door without the price
tag. i

Doors

Ladies & Gentlemen Of Verona
It seems that men and women all over the country have taken to the Verona style door
Panel and composite door supplier Vista has
seen a surge in
sales
of
its
Verona
style
X t r e m e D o o r,
according
to
the company.
The Verona door
is a blend of sleek
modernity
with
classical aesthetics. The Verona
comes with contemporary glazing to let light into
the room or as a
solid door. The Verona is one of
15 door styles to choose from for
the XtremeDoor range by Vista,
one of the most high-spec composite doors on the market. Ian
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Smith, Vista’s Business Development and Marketing Manager,
thinks the contemporary style of
the Verona is why it is proving
such a big hit. Smith says: “The
Verona is a stunning door and
previously unavailable as a GRP
composite for those that want security and thermal efficiency,
making it absolutely perfect for
the more contemporary property.
“The Verona door features a
long, glazed panel which is attractive and provides excellent
natural light intake, it can be positioned in three different places
– hinge side, lock or side or centrally. The Verona Solid is a
purely panelled, linear-etched alternative. Customers can customise the door with long bar
handles, cylinder pulls or
lever/lever handle."

Immediate demand
Smith continues: “The moment
our new brochure landed on customers desks, the Verona was
one of the new styles they embraced, and we saw an immediate demand for them.”
XtremeDoor
XtremeDoor provides installers
nationwide with first class thermal and security performance
with premium designs, colours
and hardware. The composite
doors are easy to fit thanks to the
3x3 way adjustable hinge, so installation time is shortened.
A 5-point locking system provides the best in home security
systems. The success of the
XtremeDoor now means Vista
produces 150 composite doors
a day. i

Defining the View

Infinium
motorised aluminium sliding glazing
21mm interlock sightline
fully concealed outerframe
Infinium: Tomorrow's product Today

Everything Aluminium
Bi-fold doors | Slimline windows | Sliding doors | Entrance doors | Roof lanterns | Rooflights

01706 260700 | info@alufolddirect.co.uk | alufolddirect.co.uk
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Get Quality
Aluminium Bifolds
at Low prices

from

£350
per pane

from

£450
per pane
T-Handle Included

from

£550
per pane

Another 48
Hours

If you want patio doors right now...well
you just can't have them. But all you have
to do is wait another 48 hours
Framexpress, the 4-hour quotes, 48-hour windows fabricator has added Patiomaster doors
to its 2-day delivery service.
Mark Westbrook, Director at Framexpress says:
“Our 4-hour quotes, 48-hour windows service is really popular with installers. That’s why we’ve extended it to include Patiomaster doors. It means that
installers can get quotes for our full suite of PVC-U
windows, doors and patio doors in just 4 hours
and products delivered in 48 hours.” Framexpress
is the Patiomaster Dealer for the West Midlands.
The system is known in the industry as one of the
best in-line sliding PVC-U patio door systems on the
market.
With a stainless steel track system and rollers, Patiomaster offers a smooth opening. They’re efficient
too – the inline sliding doors offer U-Values as low
as 1.2 W/m2K – and there’s a full range of design options to offer to homeowners, including the
option of up to four pane configurations, low
thresholds, colours and hardware.
Security
Security is taken care of with multipoint locking, a
3-star cylinder as standard and a dual purpose
anti-lift/sash stabilising trim. For extra peace of
mind, there’s a 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee,
too. To provide a higher quality finish, the doors
are fitted with a one-piece keep, which also makes
installation more straight forward. Plus, Patiomaster
doors suite with the Framexpress range of Profile
22 Optima windows, so it’s a good choice for full
house retrofits. i

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated
Call

0800 389 0595

02476 638779

Fax
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

Picture: Framexpress is offering 48 hour delivery on Patiomaster doors
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MidlandAlumini1

35mm

SLIM

INTERLOCK

10-DAY LEADTIME
WEEKLY NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
(STOCK COLOURS GREY & WHITE,
ON VISOGLIDE PATIO DOORS)

BIFOLD DOORS | SLIDING PATIO DOORS | WINDOW SYSTEMS | LANTERN ROOFS

VISOFOLD 1000

7-DAY LEADTIME
WEEKLY NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
(STOCK COLOURS WHITE, BLACK, GREY,
DUAL GREY ON WHITE, & BLACK on WHITE)

MIDLAND

ALUMINIUM

2 HOUR QUOTE TURNAROUND

CALL JASON WOOTTON

01785 287907
MOB 07538 800203
TEL

sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk

STAFFORD ROAD, KNIGHTLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST20 0JR
MIDLAND ALUMINIUM IS PART OF THE AFFORDABLE WINDOWS GROUP
ONE OF THE UKS LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF ALUMINIUM AND PVCU WINDOWS AND DOORS

Doors

Get Quality
Aluminium Bifolds
at Low prices

from

£350
per pane

from

£450
per pane
T-Handle Included

from

£550
per pane

Shopping
Around For
Installation Help
When double glazing and design experts
Thames Valley Windows needed to transform
an existing shopfront, they turned to aluminium specialist CDW Systems for help.
Paul Schofield, Design Director at Thames Valley,
explains: “The team at Creative Designs Kitchens &
Bathrooms wanted to remodel the existing shop
front to make better use of the space. CDW System’s contemporary aluminium windows and commercial door system was perfect to create the
desired look.
“Our designer brought the front of the shop forward, in line with the neighbouring shop, which allowed us to incorporate the two existing support
posts into the design. We clad the support posts
and the shop front in aluminium in RAL 7016 (Anthracite Grey) for a smart, clean, uniform look, inside and out. The aluminium windows are double
glazed, and the aluminium door features a full
height bar handle."
CDW’s commercial aluminium doors have slim,
aesthetically pleasing profiles, are low maintenance and easy to install. They are also specifically
designed for heavy usage, suitable for automatic
swing or sliding operation and supplied fully fabricated and assembled with all hardware fitted.
The link-up with Thames Valley Windows provided CDW Systems with a chance to go back to
their roots, as Jerry Webb, Chairman of CDW Systems, explains: “The commercial door system that
was used is a core product that CDW Systems as
a company was built on and it is still available as
part of our range today.” i

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated
Call

0800 389 0595
02476 638779

Fax
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

Picture: The new shopfront and door
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Since 1991 our aim has been to
outperform the competition by putting
customer service centre stage. To this day,
our motto continues to be ‘give customers
what they want, when they want it’.
Suitable for both commercial and domestic use,
Ali doors and windows put in an impressive thermal
performance, achieving U-values* as low as
1.1 W/m2K, and are available in an almost unlimited
range of colours and finishes, both inside and out.
Complete with slim sightlines, in a choice of
configurations and sizes, and simple to fabricate
using existing tooling, the range has been developed
with the fabricator and installer at its heart.
So, when performance
matters, ask for Ali.

*Triple glazed flat-faced vent option. **Sliding folding door. Triple glazed option. When calculated as a CEN standard.

1.19

**

W/m2K

1.1

*

W/m2K

QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW)
A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

CALL US TODAY ON

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty
Services Ltd is a member of Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services
Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).

Products & Projects

New Factory in 60 Days
Veka has helped Modplan to get up and running with
a completely new, fully functioning factory, supplying
a new system, in less than 60 days. The fabricator has
established a new business partnership with home
improvement specialists Leekes, and agreed to supply
the company with Veka Group’s Halo System 10 products from a purpose-built facility.
Veka Business Development Manager (West) Ian Smith explains:
“Leekes chose Modplan to be the main supplier of all windows,
selected doors and conservatories, after researching companies up
and down the UK.
“The Modplan team have been supplying the full range of Veka
products to the trade for more than 22 years. Now, the fabricator
has added Halo to its portfolio to meet Leekes’ requirements and we were there to offer advice and technical support throughout the planning and tooling processes and beyond. The factory includes a host of features designed to ensure absolute efficiency, including barcode scanning to track products from manufacture to delivery.
“The Veka marketing team were then able to support Modplan and Leekes’ marketing requirements with a full range of product imagery, brochures and maintenance guides. i vekauk.com

The new and versatile Makita DMR202 Job Site Speaker with
Bluetooth delivers offers an extensive range of playback options.
This must-have job site speaker is also equipped with Bluetooth Class 2 to
wirelessly connect to your mobile device for playing music with a range of up
to 10 metres. There is never a fear of losing signal or running your device battery down as the DMR202 can charge your device and play at the same time,
offering convenience, versatility and greater safety.
Other features of the DMR202 speaker includes AUX-IN jack; LED indicators
to show power supply, maximum volume, and Bluetooth pairing / connectivity;
a IP64 protection rating against dust and light rain fall, and a flat-top, anti-slip
surface for the portable device. Within the speaker’s compact proportions of
211mm x 199mm x 206mm, there is an integral compartment to store your
portable device so it can also be charged whilst stored within the speaker for
ultimate protection and security. Elastomer bumpers and comfortable carrying
handle complete this body only model allowing you to use the existing batteries
for your range of high performance Makita power tools. i makitauk.com

Deceuninck’s sales continue to surge and are 15% up year-to-date
according to the company. May’s sales were the highest ever
recorded, a staggering 22% up on May 2017.
MD Rob McGlennon says the company’s sustained growth is down to
Deceuninck’s lead on colour and #BestInClass products, like the award-winning
Heritage Flush Sash. Deceuninck has near-perfect delivery scores too, with 99%
OTIF (On Time In Full) recorded for both April and May, a remarkable
achievement given Deceuninck’s extensive colour from stock range.
McGlennon says: “Colour is a proﬁtable and fast-growing sector, so we offer
26 colourways from stock with matching cills, trims and ancillaries. We also
have a further 24 colourways available on short lead times, bringing the total
colourways to 50. To help customers capitalise on colour even more we’re
planning to supply 30 colourways from stock, and we’re also working on cutting
lead times on the remaining colourways.
“Product is only half the story - our customers know they can rely on Deceuninck to deliver on time and in full, every time. Our
delivery record is 99% OTIF for the second month in a row – even more remarkable given the number of in-stock colours across
our full product range, including all cills, trims and ancillaries.” i deceuninck.co.uk
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‘Smart’ Roof Windows
VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO is the first smart roof window
system that connects with Apple HomeKit, allowing homeowners to manage indoor climate control at home or remotely
across all Apple devices, including iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch,
Apple TV and HomePod. The system can be controlled using Siri,
Apple’s voice-controlled intelligent assistant, or with the touch
of a button on the Apple Home app.
Smart indoor sensors monitor the temperature, humidity and CO2 concentration inside the home and activate a gateway to open or close the roof windows to improve the climate indoors. The smart home device is pre-programmed so that roof windows automatically open to let fresh air into your
home when needed. The device also prevents homes from overheating by
proactively closing shutters and awning blinds.
Kent Holm, SVP, global product management, the Velux Group says: “Smart homes continue to be an important consumer trend
and are expected to be mainstream within the next four years. By digitalising the operation of roof windows to automatically
improve your indoor climate, we’re adding a health and wellbeing dimension to the intelligent home and pushing innovation in
this area to the next level.”
Through the integration with Apple HomeKit, Velux roof windows, blinds and shutters become part of the growing smart home
product family that’s improving health, comfort and convenience in homes. i velux.co.uk
Teal Products has announced they will be exhibiting at The
FIT Show 2019, aiming to highlight to visitors the benefits of
the growing window control market.
Designed for use in both residential and commercial applications, the
Teal Products range allows installers to automate the operation of both windows and rooflights, and even create a smoke ventilation system.
Director Sam Yiend explains: “With the increasing demand for our window control systems from installers looking to increase the value of their
projects and diversify in a competitive market, the timing is perfect to head
to the NEC and showcase our range to visitors. We also want to use the
platform to answer those trepidations that some installers have which ultiDirectors Sam (left) and Ben Yiend (right)
mately stop them from taking advantage of both this buoyant market and
the consumer-led movement towards ‘Smart Homes’.”
The MicroEvo is fully compatible with Teal’s range of electric control systems that can open and close manually via a switch
or remote, or automatically based on a timer, thermostat, rain sensor, wind sensor or even a CO2 sensor – allowing installers to
offer both an intelligent automation package to consumers and an effective smoke ventilation system for commercial properties
and high-rise residential buildings. i tealproducts.com

Morley Glass & Glazing will now enjoy the support of five
additional vehicles, supplied by JDS Trucks of Leeds, to help it
deliver on its promise of 10-day delivery for orders received
before 11am on Fridays. This brings Morley’s total fleet up to
26 vehicles that will each tot up over 100,000 miles annually
as they travel the length and breadth of the UK.
Morley’s sales and aftersales services have also received a boost as the
business has bolstered its sales with the appointment of Jess Owens as Aftersales Administrator and Estimator. Jess brings with her a wealth of glass
knowledge from her previous role at Oaklands Glass and will work as part
of the Morley sales team to provide quotes in an industry-leading 60
minutes or less.
MD Ian Short comments: “We’ve worked extremely hard to guarantee our
customers receive the best service at every step of their journey with us. From initial sales support right through to delivery and
aftersales, I’m confident that Morley customers will receive a service that is second to none.” i morleyglass.co.uk
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Tired of silicone price increases?

We’ve lowered ours!

UNIBOND TRADE 7E

UNIBOND TRADE 7T

Low modulus neutral
curing silicone for
interior and exterior
use. Good UV, weather
and ageing resistance.

Pure, low modulus
neutral curing silicone.
Non-yellowing.
Ideal for perimeter
sealing of uPVC
doors, windows and
conservatories.

• Two ranges: 7E & 7T
• White, brown, clear, anthracite grey and black in stock
• Tried and tested brand
• Bulk trade discounts available
• Next day delivery

call us for a quote
T | 01234 242740 W | windowware.co.uk E | sales@windowware.co.uk

Trade News

Garrard Meets Nemesis
Aluminium trade fabricator Garrard Windows has seen sales grow by more
than 15% year on year and is gearing up for further growth with the help
of its hardware partner Kenrick.
Kenrick has been supplying its Nemesis multi-point window locking system for aluminium
profiles to Garrard for 18 months, during which time it has increased production each month
as demand for aluminium continues to rise. The expansion has also prompted the Aylesburybased firm to substantially increase its dedicated aluminium production space to 42,000
Nemesis is a high security bi-directional twin cam espagnolette window locking system
that has been developed to suit aluminium profiles which come with or without a Euro
groove. A fabricator-friendly solution, it has been designed to aid rapid installation for the
fabricator on all major aluminium profiles.
Kenrick also supplies a range of locking systems to Garrard Windows PVC-U division,
which includes the Centurion four-point locking system, Excalibur multipoint locking system
and a bespoke multipoint window locking system.
Garrard Windows office manager Lucy Griffith (pictured with Steve Williams sales and
marketing manager at Kenrick), explains: “We’ve been fabricating aluminium for nine years
now and have grown to become one of the biggest fabricators of Smart Systems’ aluminium
products. We’re now fabricating around 300 frames a week and our sales forecasts are
very strong indeed. i
MPN uPVC Windows, Doors & Conservatories
Installations Ltd has chosen to supply Veka systems once again, after trialling another PVC-U system for just six months.
The company has also rejoined Independent Network in
order to regain access to a host of industry-leading business
support.
MD Paul Webster explains: “We’ve used Veka for the last
11 years, and never had a problem, but we thought it might
be time for a change. What if we were missing out on something better in the market? We moved over to a new system
but after 6 months we had to admit it was nowhere near the
top quality we had been giving our customers for the last 11
years.
“We decided to go back to Veka profile because it’s a superb brand for us, and provides exactly what we need for our
customers. The quality is exceptional and there’s a massive range of window and door styles to choose from, in a
huge number of colours. We were also keen to return because it meant we were eligible, once again, to join Independent
Network. It’s good to be back with Veka and Independent Network, it turns out the grass is greener on this side of the fence.” i

Frame Fast UK has been named as a double finalist in the East
Midlands Chamber Derbyshire Business Awards for 2018.
The awards have been designed to celebrate the success of businesses
across Derbyshire, and window and door fabricator, Frame Fast has made
the shortlist in two categories, Manufacturer of the Year and Entrepreneur of
the Year for founder and director, Paul Brighouse.
Nigel Leivers, Director at Frame Fast says: “It’s fantastic to have our achievements recognised in our home county. The past year has been great, with
investment in more factory space and machinery. We have also seen our glass
production grow since its introduction to our manufacturing unit over five years
ago. Today we manufacture more than 1,300 insulated glass units per week.
“We look forward to celebrating Paul’s brilliant entrepreneurship, and fingers crossed he wins the well-deserved Entrepreneur of the Year award as a
testament to his hard work and Frame Fast’s success.” i
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Purplex is a strategic PR, marketing and digital agency that partners with ambitious companies.

Contact Us

@Purplexuk

Call 01934 808 132

/Purplex-marketing

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

/Purplexmarketing
/Purplexmarketing

Bristol | London

www.purplexmarketing.com

Trade News

5 Out Of 6 For Glazerite
Glazerite installers have once again
returned triumphant, winning five out of
six of the main National Independent
Network Awards at the organisation’s
annual ceremony.
Top in the £2million-plus category was Thistle,
making a fantastic 16th win in the Independent
Network and previously Network Veka Awards
for the Aberdeen-based company. In the £1-2million, another repeat winner, Cheadle Glass
returned to collect its fourth trophy, while Cannock-based Goliath Homeworld, in the £600k£1m group, took its seventh. Wilson Windows of
Loughborough won the £400k-600k award, having previously ben voted Best Newcomer in
2016, and first-time winner but previous finalist
Mews Windows of Walsall came top in the
£250k and under.
Just to add to the tally of accolades, Glazerite is primary supplier to 16 of the 36 finalists and secondary supplier to five more.
The Glazerite UK Group Director Jason Thompson said: “We are really proud of all of our installer partners and very happy
that we have been able to support them. They have always excelled themselves at the Independent Network and Network Veka
Awards but they just go on getting better every year.
“Seeing all of their trophies, past and present, just shows what can be achieved when competent, professional installers are
given all the support they need to bring to bring out best in each of them.”
The awards were presented by Sky Sports presenter Chris Kamara at the Independent Network AGM, Conference and Gala
Dinner at the Chesford Grange Hotel, Kenilworth, on June 16. i

Hartshorne Steps Down
Roger Hartshorn has announced that he will be leaving his role at Liniar later this year in order to spend
more time on other personal and business interests.
October will see Hartshorne step down as CEO of the Flamstead Group, owner of HL Plastics and the Liniar brand, as well
as Avantek Machinery – leaving behind an extraordinary legacy.
Hartshorne comments: “I’m incredibly proud to
have been a part of the success that HL Plastics has
achieved over the last 41 years. But I feel that now
is a good time to move away, safe in the knowledge
that the Group will be left in a superb position under
the guidance of a proven, stable management team.
“Our excellent parent company, Quanex Building
Products, has continued to follow my philosophy of
investment, new product development and technical
innovation.
“Quanex is a long-term industrial conglomerate
and I f
eel conﬁdent that the Liniar and Avantek
businesses will continue to perform, thrive and grow,
just as they have over previous years.”
Martin Thurley (pictured with Roger hartshorne), who
joined
HL
Plastics
as
MD
in
February 2017, will assume the position of Group
MD when Hartshorne departs. i
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Respect For Rautitan

Rehau Chief Executive Martin Hitchin

Rautitan pipework by polymer specialist, Rehau, has been
recognised at the 2018 Herefordshire and Worcestershire
Chamber of Commerce Business Awards.
This year, Rehau entered its product – a universal polymer pipework solution
used for both heating and drinking water systems, into the Excellence in
Innovation category. As a comprehensive and variable system, Rautitan has
been the number one choice for modern installations since it launched in 2017.
The pipework was placed second – highly commended.
Unlike conventional polymer pipework, Rautitan uses the Rehau compression
sleeve jointing system, producing a permanently sealed joint without O-rings –
even at -10°C. The universal pipe Rautitan offers optimal ﬂexibility even at low
temperatures, high performance, leak free joints, ease of installation and a
certiﬁcation to supply safe drinking water.
Drew Clough, Product Manager at Rehau explains: “We are delighted that
Rautitan has been recognised in the Excellence in Innovation category at these
coveted awards. Innovation is at the heart of everything we do at Rehau and we
have always looked at ways of going above and beyond what our consumers
need and want. It is indeed great to see that our hard work has been recognised
for this fantastic product and I must applaud the team behind this success who
have been instrumental in the achievements it has had since its launch.” i

As published in the ninth annual Sunday Times
HSBC International Track 200 league table,
Thermoseal Group, has been ranked 41st in the
league of businesses with fastest-growing
international sales.
Sunday Times HSBC International Tack 200 league
table was published on Sunday 10 June 2018 and ranks
Britain’s mid-market (total sales of £25m+ and
international sales of £1m+) private companies with the
fastest growing international sales over the past two years.
The 200 companies include well-known names from sports
car manufacturer Aston Martin and fashion retailer White
Stuff to coffee house chain Caffé Nero and craft beer
maker BrewDog. As published, Thermoseal Group has
achieved annual international sales growth over two years
of an impressive 79.46% increase (the average was 62%)
supplying to over 27 countries in 5 continents.
Gwain Paterson comments: “I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank all of our staff for their continued hard
work and commitment and thanks to our customers for
their continued support.” i
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More than 240 delegates from Independent
Network companies across the UK came together
at the organisation’s ‘Best of British’ themed
members’ weekend in Warwick.
The evening’s glittering black tie gala dinner and awards
ceremony was hosted by ex-Bradford City Player and
Manager Chris ‘Kammy’ Kamara and included a charity
rafﬂe and auction, which – along with table donations raised over £4000 for the evening’s four chosen charities:
Hayley’s Hugs, Helping Hand, St Gemma's Hospice and
Birchwood Highland.
This year’s award winners were: Thistle Windows &
Conservatories, Cheadle Glass Company Ltd, Goliath
Homeworld, Wilson Windows, Ffenestri Kevin Thomas
(pictured), and Mews Windows.
This year’s event also saw two brand new awards
celebrating the hard work of individuals working within
Independent Network member companies. Darren Drake of
David Brunskill Windows took home ‘Installer of the Year’
and Paul Lewington of Lewington & Son claimed the ﬁrst ever
‘Salesperson of the Year’ trophy. i

DON’T BE LEFT IN THE
DARK WITH GDPR

On May 25th new European data regulations come
into force with heavy penalties for companies that
don’t comply.
If you’re still relying on your old prospect database
or mailing list, chances are you won’t comply. That’s
why you should team up with Insight Data; we give
you access to the UK’s most accurate and in-depth
marketing data, while helping you comply with the
new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The Insight database includes:
15,000 fabricators and installers
25,900 local builders
3,200 housebuilders and major
contractors
15,300 architects

Call Insight Data today on 01934 808 293 or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
to make sure your marketing is compliant.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Scott’s Corner

GDPR Question Time
With Insight Data
Earlier this year, new data protection rules came into force,
affecting every organisation in
the UK. They are designed to give
individuals more control over the
personal data companies can collect – and with the maximum
penalty for breaching them totalling £2 million or 4% of annual
global turnover, it’s vitally important to get to grips with them now
says Insight Data operations director Jade Greenhow.
We have been tracking the development of GDPR since it was
first proposed back in 2012, we
have put tegethre a check list with
everything you need to know to
make sure you’re compliant.

What is the purpose of the new
data regulations?
The last major overhaul of data
regulations was 20 years ago,
long before Google, Facebook,
Apple and other technology companies came along and began
collecting the personal data of billions of people around the world.
In the UK we relied on the Data
Protection Act 1998. However,
there were inconsistencies on data
protection across the EU, and now
leaders from across the continent
have come together to develop a
new standard for the collection,
storage and processing of personal data.
What is required to comply
with GDPR?
If you hold any personal data –
from employees to the names of
your customers – it would be wise
to conduct a GDPR audit, and
clearly document the personal
data you hold, how and when you
collected it, and how it is used.
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You will also need to have a
clear privacy policy, be able to
show a legal basis for processing
the personal data you hold, and
have procedures in place to detect
and report on a data breach (such
as a computer hack or data theft
by an employee).

Does GDPR just relate to marketing?
GDPR specifically relates to the
processing of personal data with
emphasis on the ‘fundamental
rights and freedoms’ of individuals (known as ‘data subjects’). This
includes how organisations collect, store, transfer or use personal
data and includes, for example,
employee records, supplier and
customer
information
or
prospects/sales leads.
Although the GDPR relates to
personal data and not businesses,
any data that can identify a ‘natural person’ will fall under the new
regulations. This includes an individual’s name or email address
even if they work for a limited
company or LLP.
Will I have to have ‘consent’ to
comply with the GDPR?
This is a cause for confusion with
many companies. ‘Consent’ is one
way to comply with the GDPR but
there are in fact five other legal
grounds for processing personal
data, including ‘contract’ and ‘legitimate interest’.
For direct marketing to new customers, particularly business-tobusiness, legitimate interest will be
the legal basis for processing personal data although organisations
will need to demonstrate that they
balanced the interests and rights
of the individual. Legitimate Inter-

est is outlined in Article 6(1)(f) of
the Regulation, and Recital 47 of
the GDPR states clearly: 'The processing of personal data for direct
marketing purposes may be regarded as carried out for legitimate interest'.
Can I continue to use my existing marketing/prospect list?
To comply with GDPR, it is essential that your data lists are valid
and kept up to date. You will need
to document how you collected
the contacts on your database
and have procedures in place to
regularly update the information
to ensure the data is accurate.
For most companies collecting
and managing your own marketing data list is likely to fall short of
the new regulation unless you invest heavily in regularly cleansing
and updating it.
Insight Data marketing lists are
continuously validated and updated and can help B2B suppliers
in the glazing and construction industry comply with the GDPR.
Where do I go for advice?
Despite the hype and surge of socalled ‘GDPR Consultants’ and
GDPR seminars, there are in fact
no qualifications or accreditations
for GDPR, and indeed the interpretation of the GDPR can vary
between so-called experts.
As the UK’s independent authority, the Information Commissioners
Office (ICO) is the best source of
information on GDPR compliance
www.ico.org.uk i
Insight Data also publishes
information and guidance for
B2B marketing, visit
www.insightdata.co.uk
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Guardian Roofs System is all we do, we specialise in this product and we do it right!
Our team have worked with the Guardian Roof System for many years,
our experience is vast, try us today!
Contact us for further information by phone or email.

Roof Fabrications Ltd

sales@guardianroofs-uk.com
www.guardianroofs-uk.com

Advertisement

METAL TECHNOLOGY
ELEVATES ELGIN PLACE
High-performance curtain
walling, windows and doors
from leading aluminium
systems manufacturer, Metal
Technology, have helped
shaped iQ-style student living
at Elgin Place on Glasgow’s
Bath Street. .
The development, named after
the church which previously
occupied the site, offers
330 rooms in a variety of
configurations over 14 floors
with ground floor retail mall.
The building incorporates social
spaces, including a rooftop bar,
snugs, gym, gaming rooms and a
creative studio.
Metal Technology System 17
was used in several variants
for the curtain walling screens

and rooflight: Silicone pointed,
flat cap and capped, with a
special concealed vent used to
complement the ascetic design.
Systems 4-35Hi+ casement and
5-35Hi+ tilt-and-turn windows
and System 5-20D doors were
also used throughout the building.
Working with the fabricator,
Metal Technology developed a
flat cap solution for the curtain
walling from levels 7 to 13,
this met the architects design
requirements while offering a
value engineered alternative to
their silicone pointed system.
Used in isolation or in an
integrated fashion, as in Elgin
Place, Metal Technology systems
provide reliable structural
integrity, weather performance,
thermal enhancement and

security, together with creative
and design freedom to deliver
superb results.
For more information visit
www.metaltechnology.com

PROFINDER
Tel: 07814 209789
Access Systems

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators
Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

Bi-folding Doors

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

Aluminium Lanterns
N
st

ew Product
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Be

GLAZED IN SECONDS
Baypole Jacks

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN
Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors

You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Fixing Brackets

Conservatory Roofs

Planning Consultants

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

To Advertise

Call Mehreen Haroon 07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Glass Handling
PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Profile Bending

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

Windows

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Racking Systems

Window Bags & Display Cases

ALUMINIUM ROOF LANTERN
SLIMMER

WARMER

STRONGER

EASY
INSTALL

FOR THE
BEST TRADE
PRICES

An engineered
roof lantern that
delivers structural
and thermal class
leading performance.
Uninterrupted sightlines
provide unrivalled
interior views.

Specify Korniche today.

£ASK
01642 610799

sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

